
 

 

 

Lawtrac 

4.2.2 Patch 10 

Release Notes 
 
Lawtrac 4.2.2 Patch 10 (PLT4220010) resolves the following issues: 

Issue: [Enhancement] Lawtrac super users have a switch that, when enabled, permits them to add, edit, and/or 
remove documents, legal team members (In-House and Key Personnel), and text records from a matter under 
Legal Hold. This switch will be turned off by default. See the Legal Hold page in the online documentation for 
further detail.  

Tracking code: LTCOL-11542 

 
Issue: The list of Timekeepers on the Manage Timekeepers > Map To page was not organized alphabetically by 
last name.  

Tracking code: LSP-11494 

Support case: 2017-1130-416953 

 
Issue: The language of the transaction record for adjusting the Last Invoice Handler on a Matter’s Approval Chain 
was improved. 

Tracking code: LSP-11482 

Support case: 2017-1129-416750 

 
Issue: If a user submitted a Rate Request that had the same name as a previously submitted, invalid request, the 
newly submitted request was not visible in Outstanding Approvals.   

Tracking code: LSP-11416 

Support case: 2017-1025-408394 

 
Issue: Selecting a filter character while viewing the Released Firm list would revert the page to only show Active 
Firms. 

Tracking code: LSP-11408 

Support case: 2017-1121-415244 

 
Issue: No warning was presented to users that changing a Matter on an Invoice would cause all previously taken 
actions (rejection, approval, renewal) to be reset. 

Tracking code: LSP-11392 

Support case: 2017-1117-414602 

 
Issue: The word Application was misspelled in the People module. 

Tracking code: LSP-11351 

Support case: 2017-1115-413575 

https://success.mitratech.com/Lawtrac/Administrator_User_Guide/chapter_6%3A_matter_maintenance/Legal_Hold


 

 

Issue: The Client/Vendor Status stayed as Waiting for Client Authorization after the Vendor setup was completed 
and approved, when it should have said Active. 

Tracking code: LSP-11590 

Support case: 2017-1214-420640 

 

OVERVIEW 

 

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch. 

1. Copy files. 

2. Update the database and version information. 

Refer to PLT4220010_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details about installing 
this patch. 
 


